Abstract
Introduction 44
The nervous system has the ability to adapt movements to compensate for changes 45 in the environment or the body. Many studies have demonstrated that robots and 46 treadmills can be used to induce motor learning (i.e. adaptation) by creating new 47 movement. Consistent with this idea, a promising study has demonstrated that learning 66 induced by a robot transfers to unconstrained reaching movements when subjects 67 experience small errors during gradual perturbations (Kluzik et al. 2008) . Possibly 68 because small errors can be more easily attributed to subjects' own movements as 69 opposed to the device. movements without the device. To test this question we manipulated the error that 79 subjects experienced while learning a new walking pattern with a split-belt treadmill. 80
We reasoned that errors out of the ordinary would be assigned to the device -leading to 81 poor transfer, whereas errors usually experienced while walking will be assigned to 82 subjects' natural movement -leading to larger transfer. Therefore we manipulated 83 independently the error variability or size during locomotor adaptation and tested the 84 transfer of learning from these adaptation conditions to natural over ground walking. 85
86

Methods 87
General Paradigm 88
Subjects adapted their walking pattern on a split-belt treadmill and we tested 89 the transfer of this learning to over ground walking (i.e., off of the treadmill). 90
Locomotor adaptation was achieved using a split-belt treadmill (Woodway USA, 91
Waukesha, WI) that drove the speed of each leg independently. This paradigm has been 92 demonstrated to induce the storage of a modified walking pattern that is expressed as 93 an after-effect in regular walking conditions, and must be de-adapted to return to 94 normal walking (Reisman et al. 2005) . The Institutional Review Board at the Johns 95
Hopkins University School of Medicine approved the experimental protocol, and all 96 subjects gave informed consent prior to testing. 97
In all experiments, we recoded the subjects' motor behavior during baseline, 98 adaptation, and post-adaptation periods off and on the treadmill (Fig. 1A) . We collected 99 a baseline period prior to adaptation in which subjects walked with the belts moving 100 together (i.e. 'tied') at three different speeds: a slow (0.75 m/s), a fast (1.5 m/s), and an 101 intermediate (1. 125 m/s) speeds for 1 minute each. Subjects were then exposed for a 102 total of 15 minutes to an adaptation period in which the belts on the treadmill were 103 moving at different speeds (i.e. 'split'). The belt speed asymmetry was different across 104 experimental groups to alter the errors during adaptation (See experiment 105 descriptions). After 10 minutes of split-belt adaptation, we collected a 10 sec 'catch' 106 period during which both belts were moving together at the same speed as in the slow 107 baseline period (0.75 m/s). The recordings during this 'catch' period allowed us to assess 108 storage of the adaptation effects (i.e. after-effects) on the treadmill. Subjects then 109 walked in the split-belt condition for an additional 5 minutes to re-adapt the walking 110 pattern. The treadmill was stopped and re-started again at every speed transition. After 111 the entire adaptation period, subjects were transported on a wheelchair from the 112 treadmill to a 6-meter walkway were the over ground transfer was tested. Subjects 113 walked on the walkway for 10 back-and-forth passes to test for transfer to over ground 114 walking of after-effects due to the split-belt treadmill adaptation. Subjects were asked 115 not to step when sitting in the wheelchair and when standing up in order to record as 116 many of their initial steps after split-belt treadmill adaptation. The self-selected walking 117 speeds in all subjects ranged between 0.8 m/s and 1.2 m/s. After assessing over ground 118 transfer, subjects returned to the treadmill and walked for 5 minutes in the tied-belts 119 condition at 0.75 m/s. This last period allowed us to test for washout of the treadmill 120 after-effects due to over ground walking. We choose to assess aftereffects on the 121 treadmill during catch and washout periods at the slow belt speed since it has been 122 shown to induce the largest aftereffects (Vasudevan and Bastian 2010) . 123
Experimental design 124
To determine whether errors during adaptation can be manipulated to improve 125 transfer of walking adaptation on a treadmill to natural walking, we designed three 126 experiments. In experiment 1, error variability and magnitude during adaptation were 127 kept small by perturbing subjects gradually (Fig. 1B) . In experiment 2, error variability 128 during adaptation was kept small but error magnitude was increased by perturbing 129 subjects abruptly (Fig. IC) . Finally, in experiment 3 error variability during adaptation was 130 increased but error magnitude was kept small by perturbing subjects gradually but with 131 variable belt speeds (Fig. ID) . 132
Twenty-four healthy adults participated in this study. Eight subjects (3 males and 133 5 females; mean age 28.3 ± 7.9 yr) participated in experiment 1, eight subjects (3 males 134 and 5 females; mean age 25.3 ± 4.5 yr) participated in experiment 2, and eight subjects 135 (5 males and 3 females; mean age 25.2 ± 5.9 yr) participated in experiment 3. Since data 136 recordings were noisy in one of the subjects in experiment 1, we excluded this subject 137 from our data analysis. 138
Experiment 1: gradual adaptation 139
Subjects were adapted gradually to maintain their error size and error variability 140 during adaptation small. During the first 10 minutes of adaptation, the belt under the 141 left leg linearly decreased its speed from 1.125 m/s to 0.75 m/s and the belt under the 142 right leg linearly increased its speed from 1.125 m/s to 1.5 m/s. After the 'catch' period 143 (when both belts moved at the same speed), the belts were maintained at a 2:1 ratio for 144 5 more minutes to re-adapt the walking pattern before testing the learning transfer to 145 over ground walking (Fig 1B. 
Experiment 2: abrupt adaptation 149
Subjects were adapted with an abrupt perturbation, to manipulate their error 150 size during adaptation without changing their error variability. During the entire 15 min 151 of the adaptation period belts were maintained at a 2:1 ratio (Fig 1C; left panel) . The 152 belt under the left leg moved at 0.75 m/s and the belt under the right moved at 1.5 m/s 153 (Fig 1C; right panel) . 154
Experiment 3: gradual noisy adaptation 155
Subjects were adapted with variable speeds on a mean gradual perturbation, to 156 manipulate their error variability without changing their error size. The belt speed ratio 157 during the 15 min of adaptation was the same as in experiment 1 ( Fig. 1D ; right panel). 158
Speeds' ratio was linearly increased from 1:1 to 2:1 during the first 10 minutes of 159 adaptation and then maintained at 2:1 ratio during the 5 min of re-adaptation. 160
However, we added Gaussian white noise with a constant mean and variance (mean =0, 161 variance = 0.03) to the treadmill speeds while maintaining the same speed ratio. Speeds 162 were changed every 3 seconds and they ranged from 0.3 m/s to 1.8 m/s ( Fig. 1D; left  163 
panel). 164
Adaptation, transfer, and washout of these three groups (i.e., gradual, abrupt, 165 and noisy) were compared to determine the effect of error size and error variability in 166 learning and generalization. 167
Data collection 168
Kinematic data were collected at 100 Hz using Optotrak (Northern Digital, Inc.). Infrared-169 emitting markers were placed bilaterally over the following joints: foot (fifth metatarsal 170 head), ankle (lateral malleolus), knee (lateral femoral epicondyle), hip (greater 171 trochanter), pelvis (iliac crest) and shoulder (acromion process). Marker location is 172 indicated in Figure 2A . The times of heel strike and toe off (i.e., when the foot contacts 173 and lifts off the ground) were recorded by foot-switches placed on the bottom of the 174 shoes or were estimated from the ankle kinematic data. In all experiments subjects 175 were instructed to walk with their arms crossed to allow for data collection without 176 occlusion of hip and pelvis markers. 177
Data analysis 178
Learning, Transfer, and Washout Indexes 179
We quantified the magnitude of adaptation on the treadmill (TM learning ), its 180 transfer to over ground walking (OG transfer by the total number of steps taken during the catch trial period. We chose this measure 200 to assess the overall after-effects experienced on the treadmill after adaptation. OG after 201 and TM after are the mean after-effect of the first 3 strides during post-adaptation periods 202 when subjects walked off and on the treadmill, respectively. 203
We quantified the learning (TM catch ), transfer (OG transfer To quantify temporal gait features we used phase shift between the two legs. To 209 this end we computed the cross-correlation between limb angle trajectories during one 210 full step cycle for each leg. Limb angle was defined as the angle between the vertical 211 and the vector from hip to foot ankle on the x-y plane (Fig, 2A) . Phase shift was the lag 212 or lead-time for a maximum correlation between limb angle trajectories (Fig. 2B) . A 213 phase shift value of 0.5 would indicate that legs are moving in anti-phase. To correct for 214 subjects' biases we subtracted the phase shift during the baseline period from all other 215 periods. Consequently, a value of 0 indicates that legs are moving in anti-phase, positive 216 phase shifts indicate that the fast leg is phase advanced relative to the slow leg, and 217 negative phase shifts indicate that the fast leg is lagging the slow leg. 218
To quantify spatial gait features we used center of oscillation difference, which is 219 defined as the difference between angles of oscillation of each leg (Fig 2C) . The angle of 220 oscillation is defined as the angle between the vertical axis (0 deg axis in Fig 2C) and the 221 axis about which the leg is oscillating -illustrated by the black dashed and solid lines in 222 Figure 2C . A center of oscillation value of 0 would indicate that both legs are oscillating 223 about the same axis, a positive value would indicate that the leg on the fast belt is 224 oscillating about an axis that is forward to the one of the leg on the slow belt, and a 225 negative value would indicate that the leg on the slow belt is oscillating about an axis 226 that is forward to the one of the leg on the fast belt (Vasudevan et al. 2011) . 227
We also quantified step length symmetry -defined as the difference between 228 step lengths of the two legs (step length = distance between two ankle markers at time 229 of foot contact -heel strike-of leading leg) (Fig. 2D) . This difference was normalized by 230 the step lengths sum to account for step length differences across subjects. A step 231 length symmetry value of 0 would indicate that step lengths are equal, a positive value 232 would indicate that the leg on the fast belt is taking longer steps, and a negative value 233 would indicate that the leg on the slow belt is taking longer steps. 234
Error distribution analysis 235
In all groups, we characterized the error during locomotor adaptation with step 236 length symmetry. We chose step symmetry as a measure of error because it is a global 237 parameter that characterizes temporal and spatial gait asymmetries (Malone and 238 Bastian 2010). We have recently shown that subjects can combine the adaptation of 239 phase shift and center of oscillation shift to equalize step lengths (Malone and Bastian, 240 2010; also shown in Figs. 2E and F). In other words, step symmetry values depend on 241 when they place the foot on the ground and where they place it. 242
We used step symmetry values to quantify three error distribution features in 243 every subject: 1) %errors out of the normal range of walking, 2) errors mean size, and 3) 244 errors variability. 245
To quantify the percentage of errors out of the normal range of walking 246 (ErrorsOut), we first defined the normal range of errors by computing the 95% 247 confidence interval (CI) of errors (i.e., ± 2 x standard deviation of error values) during 248 baseline walking on the treadmill. We did not use baseline values over ground since we 249 did not have enough samples to assume normality. In addition, all subjects were naïve 250 to walking on a split-belt treadmill before adaptation so we assumed that their steps on 251 the treadmill during baseline were similar to those normally experienced over ground. 252
ErrorsOut was computed by counting the number of errors during adaptation that were 253 larger or smaller than the limits specified by CI. ErrorsOut was expressed as a 254
percentage of the total number of errors (i.e., all steps during adaptation) experienced 255 during adaptation. We also calculated ErrorsOut during baseline walking over ground to 256 verify that CI was a good representation of errors normally experienced. 257
To compute the mean of the error distribution during adaptation for each 258 subject, we calculated the mean step symmetry error over the entire adaptation period. 259
To compute the variance of the error distribution during adaptation for each subject, we 260 calculated the variance around the step symmetry adaptation curve. To do so we first 261 removed the mean of the adaptation curve (e.g. see Fig. 3 ). Since the mean changed at a 262 slow rate, we subtracted it by high-pass filtering the data at 0.05 strides/second with a 263 3 rd -order Butterworth. After this filtering procedure the mean for all the groups was not 264 significantly different from zero (all t-value>0.87, p=0.39). Then we computed the sum 265 of squared residuals and the variance from these data points with zero mean. 266
We also computed error size and variability normally experienced by using the 267 step symmetry values during the baseline walking period on the treadmill. The error size 268 was the mean step symmetry error over the entire baseline period. The variability was 269 the variance of the step symmetry error after subtracting the overall mean during the 270 baseline period (i.e., we assumed the mean at each point was constant). To validate our 271
baseline variance values we also calculated the variance of errors during baseline as we 272 did for the adaptation data using the high-pass filtering method described above. Error 273 variance values were similar using both methods ( F(1,44)=0.9, p=0.76 ). 274
275
Statistical analysis 276
One-way ANOVA was used to compare error size, error variability, learning, 277 transfer, and washout across experimental groups; post-hoc analyses were performed 278 using the Fisher's LSD significant different test. 279
We also performed a stepwise multiple regression to test how transfer 280 (%OGtransfer) was affected by three factors: experimental group (G adapt ), ErrorsOut, and 281 magnitude of initial error (InitialE). InitialE was calculated as the average of the absolute 282 step symmetry values during the first 10 steps. The categorical regressor G adapt was set 283 to 1 when subjects were trained gradually, 2 when subjects were trained abruptly, and 3 284 when subjects were trained with variable perturbations. The predicted transfer values 285 were obtained as the linear combination of ErrorsOut, InitialE and G adapt . 286
Stated formally: 287
where, 290
291
We used p<0.05 as a measure of significance for all statistical analyses, which 292 were completed using Statistica (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK) software. 293 294 295
Results
296
Error size 297
We found that adaptation to abrupt perturbations leads to larger mean error 298 size than adaptation to gradual perturbations. Figure 3A shows single subject examples 299 of step-by-step data during adaptation from the gradual (Fig 3A; black dots), abrupt ( Fig  300   3A ; white dots), and noisy ( Fig 3A; gray dots) groups for step symmetry. When subjects 301 were adapted gradually, the error is maintained near zero for the entire adaptation. 302
When subjects were adapted abruptly, we observed a larger initial error that is gradually 303 decreased as subjects learn a new walking pattern. We observed differences in the 304 absolute errors experienced during adaptation across groups (F(3,42)=26.77, p<0.001) 305 (Fig. 3B) . The mean error size that subjects experienced when adapted to abrupt 306 perturbations was larger than when adapted to gradual perturbations (p<0.001). On the 307 other hand, subjects in the gradual and noisy group experienced similar mean errors 308 during adaptation (p=0.64). Figure 3B also shows mean error size experienced during 309 adaptation is also significantly larger than during baseline walking before adaptation 310 (p<0.04). 311
Error variability 312
We found that adaptation to variable perturbations leads to larger error 313 variability than to perturbations at consistent speeds. Figure 3C , shows single subject 314 examples of step-by-step data from the gradual (Fig 3C; black dots) , abrupt (Fig 3C;  315 white dots), and noisy (Fig 3C; gray dots) groups for step symmetry after high-pass 316 filtering it (see Methods section). When subjects were adapted gradually but with 317 variable speeds, the error variability -illustrated by the spread in errors (Fig 3C; gray 318 dots)-is larger than when subjects are adapted gradually or abruptly. Consequently, the 319 error variance that subjects experienced when adapted to variable perturbations is 320 larger than when adapted to gradual or abrupt perturbations (F(3,42)=11.45, p<0.001) 321 (Fig. 3D) . Post-hoc tests showed that subjects in the noisy group had greater error 322 variance than the gradual (p<0.001) and abrupt (p=0.02) groups. Also the variability in 323 errors normally experienced during baseline walking was similar to that experienced in 324 the gradual group (p=0.97), but larger than in the abrupt (p=0.01) and variable 325 perturbations (p<0.001). 326 [Insert Figure 3 here] 327
We next tested whether the responses to gradual perturbations, which had the 328 lowest and least variable error, fell within the normal baseline range more often than 329 the responses to abrupt or noisy perturbations. Figure 4 shows that there is a significant 330 effect of adaptation condition on the % of errors out-of-the normal range (ErrorsOut) 331 (F(3,42)=21.38, p<0.001). Subjects in the gradual group, who experienced during 332 adaptation smaller and less variable errors than the other two groups, showed less 333 ErrorsOut than the abrupt (p<0.001) and noisy (p=0.004) groups. In addition, the 334 percentage of ErrorsOut in the gradual group was similar to errors made when walking 335 over ground (p=0.11). 336
[Insert Figure 4 here] 337
Large or variable errors during adaptation increase learning 338
We found that error size and error variability during adaptation modulate how 339 much is learned during split-belt walking adaptation. Recall that learning was assessed 340 with the magnitude of adaptation after-effects on treadmill during catch trial. We 341 observed differences in learning across groups. These differences are for example 342 illustrated in Figure 5A showing single subject examples of step-by-step data from the 343 gradual, abrupt, and noisy groups. When subjects experienced larger errors during 344 adaptation (abrupt group) or where more variable (noisy group), we observed larger 345 after-effects during catch trials on the treadmill than in the gradual group. We found a 346 significant effect of condition on treadmill learning (F(2,20)=3.73, p=0.04) (Fig 5B) . 347
Subjects in the gradual group, who experienced smaller and less variable errors than the 348 other two groups, showed smaller treadmill learning (i.e., TM learning ) than the abrupt 349 (p=0.02) and noisy (p=0.04) groups. 350
A similar trend was observed in the more specific parameters characterizing 351 temporal and spatial gait features ( Fig. 5C and 5D ). We found a significant effect of 352 condition on timing adaptation (i.e., phase shift (F(2,20)=4.78, p=0.02) and a similar 353 trend was found in the magnitude of spatial adaptation effects (i.e., center of oscillation 354 (F(2,20)=1.88,p=0.1)). For the temporal parameter, the gradual group showed smaller 355 treadmill learning (i.e., TM learning ) than noisy (p=0.006) group and a similar trend was 356 observed when compared to the abrupt (p=0.08) (Fig. 5C) . A similar trend was also 357 observed for the spatial parameter (Fig. 5D) . 358 [Insert Figure 5 here]
Out of the ordinary errors reduce transfer. 360
Over ground transfer in the gradual group was larger than in the abrupt and 361 noisy groups, as is illustrated in the single subject examples shown in Figure 6A . Figure  362 6B shows group data for the absolute amount of transfer. We saw a significant effect of 363 adaptation condition on the after-effects when subjects walked over ground, with the 364 gradual group showing much more transfer (F(2,20)=4.64, p=0.02). Recall that subjects 365 in the gradual group also learned slightly less on the treadmill (see Figure 5) , so Figure 366 This was also true for the phase shift (temporal parameter) (F(2,20)=8.38, 372 p=0.002) (Fig. 7A) and center of oscillation (spatial parameter) (F(2,20)=5.46, p=0.01) 373 (Fig. 7B ). The gradual group had a significant larger transfer of temporal (p<0.005) and 374 spatial (p<0.05) %OG transfer values compared to the other groups. Similar results were 375 observed in the absolute temporal (F(2,20)=3.5, p=0.049) (Fig.7C ) and spatial 376 (F(2,20)=4.8, p=0.02) (Fig.7D) OG transfer values. Taken together, these results suggest 377 that when subjects experience more ordinary errors, like in the gradual group, there is 378 more temporal and spatial transfer of learning to natural movements. 379
[Insert Figure 7 here] 380
Finally, we performed a stepwise regression analysis to determine whether the 381 group assignment, ErrorsOut, or InitialE predicted the transfer to over ground walking. 382
We found that ErrorsOut was a significant regressor (p=0.004), while InitialE (p=0.27) 383 and condition (p=0.12) were not. Figure 6D shows the predicted %OG transfer as a function 384
ErrorsOut for each subject. This result indicates that transfer is not limited by 385 experiencing sudden errors at the beginning of the adaptation or by the experimental 386 group assignment. Transfer of treadmill after-effects has to do with the extent of 387
ErrorsOut. 388 389
Washout of treadmill adaptation 390
We found that error size and variability during adaptation did not affect the 391 remaining after-effects when subjects returned to the treadmill after walking over 392 ground. Figure 8A shows single subject examples of step-by-step data from the gradual, 393 abrupt and noisy groups for step symmetry values on the treadmill during post-394 adaptation walking. We observed an overlap in the post-adaptation curves of the 395 subjects from the three groups (Fig. 8A) . Therefore, the adaptation condition did not 396 have a significant effect on the washout of treadmill learning after walking over ground 397 (F(2,20)=0.11, p=0.89) (Fig. 8B) . Similarly, there was not an effect of error size and 398 variability on the normalized washout index, %TM washout , (F(2,20)=2.42, p=0.1) (Fig. 8C) , 399
suggesting that the over ground experience had a similar effect on the treadmill specific 400 learning across groups. 401 [Insert Figure 8 here]This held true for temporal and spatial adaptation effects. There was no effect of 403 adaptation condition in the %TM washout for phase shift (F(2,20)=0.67, p=0.52) (Fig. 9A)  404 and there was a trend for center of oscillation (F(2,20) =3.19, p=0.06) (Fig. 9B) . The trend 405 is likely due to the differences in the normalization factor (TM learning ) across groups (Fig.  406   6) , since the remaining after-effects TM washout were similar across groups when washout 407 values were not normalized (F(2,20)=0.95, p=0.4 for phase shift F(2,20)=0.47, p=0.63 for 408 center of oscillation) (Fig. 9C and 9D) . Therefore, these results suggest that error size 409 and variability did not have an effect on the washout of treadmill specific learning. 410
[Insert Figure 9 here] 411
412
Discussion 413 Our results demonstrate that the type of errors experienced during treadmill 414 adaptation strongly affect the transfer to natural walking. Errors that fall within a 415 subject's normal repertoire (Figure 4) lead to an adapted walking pattern that transfers 416 to natural over ground walking. In contrast, large errors that fall outside the normal 417 range result in an adapted pattern that does not transfer, despite stronger learning on 418 the treadmill. These results are important because our previous work has suggested that 419 transfer was limited by the prevailing differences in contextual cues between the 420 training and the testing settings (Torres-Oviedo and Bastian, 2010). Instead, we may be 421 able to facilitate transfer simply by changing how we introduce new perturbations or 422
environments. 423
We also found that our manipulation of error did not modulate the washout of 424 treadmill after-effects following over ground walking. In other words, there is a 425 component of the adapted pattern that remained even after natural walking, and is thus 426 linked to the context of the split belt treadmill. We therefore conclude that the 427 similarity of errors during adaptation to those normally experienced during natural 428 movements promotes the transfer of learning to natural movements, though there also 429 remains a residual neural representation for the treadmill device. 430
These findings are an important step in our work to understand how motor 431 learning can be made general versus context specific. We previously showed that 432 reaching adaptation to gradual versus abrupt forces improves the transfer of a learned 433 pattern to a similar reaching task (Kluzik et al., 2008) . In that study, the context was 434 nearly identical in the learning and transfer periods, and the reaching movement was 435 not natural in either case (i.e., horizontal planar reaching to projected targets while 436 holding a connected or disconnected robot handle - Kluzik et al. 2008 ). We were also 437 unable to fully explain what element of the gradual adaptation was responsible for the 438 transfer. Here we found that split-belt walking transferred to a much more natural 439 movement (i.e. over ground walking) done in an entirely different context (i.e. off of the 440 treadmill in another room). Importantly, we have also found that learning from errors 441 within a natural range is what predicts transfer of the adapted pattern to a more natural 442
context. Finally, we have extended our studies of reaching to a whole body task like 443 walking and find even clearer results of transfer. Again, this may be because we created 444 situations where errors were more natural. 445
446
Error magnitude or error variability during adaptation strengthens learning 447
Subjects in the abrupt and noisy group had larger after-effects during the catch 448 trial on the treadmill (i.e., more learning) than subjects in the gradual group. We suggest 449 that these differences in learning may be due to 1) the magnitude of errors driving the 450 adaptation, 2) the sensitivity to those errors, and 3) the adaptation dose. 451
The first interpretation is supported by the idea that trial-by-trial learning results 452 from updating movement parameters at each trial to minimize the errors caused by self-453 noisy group. Therefore, subjects in the noisy group might have learned more from their 470 errors because their stepping was more variable. This is consistent with our previous 471 study showing that learning increases when subjects are more variable during 472
adaptation (Torres-Oviedo and Bastian 2010). 473
Finally, differences in magnitude of after effects may result from differences in 474 the accumulation of trial-by-trial learning. One idea is that trial-by-trial learning is 475 cumulative; therefore greater adaptation effects may result when subjects experience 476 sustained perturbations for a longer versus a shorter period of time. Although all of our 477 groups were exposed to the same period of adaptation, we think the abrupt group had 478 effectively greater adaptation dosage. Since subjects in this group experienced the 479 sustained perturbation of 1:2 speed ratio for 15 minutes, whereas subjects in the other 480 groups did not. Therefore, the adaptation effects of the abrupt group might have been 481 greater than those in the gradual group because the former one had more adaptation 482 dose than the later one over the same period of time. 483
484
Errors during adaptation determine the transfer of learning 485
Our results demonstrate the transfer of treadmill learning to natural walking 486 increases when subjects are adapted gradually. Importantly, this finding is not 487 determined by how much was learned to begin with-the gradual group showed the 488 least adaptation on the treadmill, yet the most transfer to walking off the treadmill. 489
This was true for the absolute amount transferred and the percentage transferred. This 490 is consistent with a our recent reaching study showing greater transfer to movements 491 without the device when subjects were adapted gradually versus abruptly (Kluzik et al. 492 2008) . Thus, adaptation to gradual perturbations facilitates the transfer of device-493 induced learning to natural movements for different behaviors. We think that this 494 increase in transfer during gradual perturbations is due to the similarity of errors during 495 gradual adaptation to those normally experienced. This explanation is supported by our 496 regression analysis showing that the % of transfer is best explained by the amount of 497 errors out-of-the normal range -the more ErrorsOut during adaptation, the less transfer 498 of learning to natural movements. Therefore, we think that transfer is not limited byexperiencing sudden errors at the beginning of the adaptation -such as in the abrupt 500 group, but that errors out-of-the ordinary anytime during the adaptation would affect 501 the transfer. A recent theoretical study proposed that the generalization of learning is 502 mediated by the ability of the nervous system to assign errors to the environment or the 503 body (i.e., credit assignment) (Berniker and Kording 2008). Here we suggest that out-of-504 the ordinary errors are assigned to the environment (e.g., the treadmill), and 505 consequently the acquired learning is linked to that particular context. On the other 506 hand errors falling within the natural variability of our movements are assigned to the 507 body, and consequently the acquired learning is transferred across contexts. In Therefore, it is possible that more after-effects are observed in over ground walking 524 because treadmill adaptation to small errors is subserved by a different neural process 525 and leads to more enduring after-effects. 526
A neural representation for the device is maintained regardless of the generalization of 527 learning 528
We expected the washout of treadmill after-effects following natural walking to 529 follow a pattern related to the amount that was transferred (i.e. greater transfer would 530 result in greater washout). Since we hypothesized that the extent of transfer and 531 washout of adaptation effects reflects the overlap in the neural representations that are 532 being used across contexts. However, same after-effects remained across groups when 533 subjects returned to the device, indicating that although errors during adaptation had 534 an effect on transfer they did not affect the washout of after-effects specific to the 535 treadmill. We think that when learning is encoded on the treadmill with contextual 536 information specific to this environment, then there is retention of context-specific 537 learning on the treadmill that is difficult to washout. This is consistent with previous 
Clinical implications 545
Our results suggest that transfer of device-induced learning to natural movements is 546 strongly mediated by the similarity of errors experienced on the device to those 547 normally experienced. Thus, populations that normally make larger and more variable 548 would tend to assign larger errors on the device more to themselves than to the 549 environment, and consequently will generalize more than subjects that are more 550 precise in their natural movements. This prediction is consistent with recent work 551 demonstrating that split-belt treadmill after-effects in stroke survivors transfer more to 552 over ground walking than in healthy controls (Reisman et al. 2009 ). In that study, 553 treadmill adaptation was induced using an abrupt perturbation, and stroke survivors 554 had larger and more variable stepping errors than did controls. We expect that gradual 555 perturbations may promote even better generalization in these patient populations. In 556 addition, we showed improvement in the transfer of all aspects of gait (i.e., temporal 557 and spatial gait features) that were adapted. This has significant relevance for 558 rehabilitation since our previous work suggested that the adaptation of spatial gait 559 features was tightly linked to the device and could not be altered (Reisman et al. 2009 ; 560 behavior was recorded over ground and subsequently on the treadmill. Then subjects 678
Torres-Oviedo and Bastian 2010
were adapted for a total of 15 minutes. A 10-sec catch trial was introduced when 679 subjects had been adapted for 10 minutes. Subjects were re-adapted for 5 more 680 minutes before they were asked to walk over ground, where we tested the transfer of 681 treadmill adaptation to natural walking. Finally, subjects returned to the treadmill 682 where they walked for 5 minutes to determine the washout of learning specific to the 683 treadmill from the remaining after-effects. During baseline and post-adaptation periods 684 over ground subjects walked multiple back-and-forth passes on a 6 m walkway. Belts' speeds were variable during adaptation. However, mean speeds during both 699 baseline and adaptation were the same as in experiment 1. Thus, belts' speed ratio 700 during adaptation and re-adaptation in experiment 3 were the same as in experiment 1. consecutive steps is shown. Kinematic data for every two steps were used to calculate 715 step symmetry, defined as the difference in step lengths normalized by the step lengths 716 sum. E. Gray trajectory represents the movement in the slow limb in early adaptation. 717
Two time points are marked-slow heel strike (HS) in black and fast HS in gray. The 718 spread between the limb angles is directly proportional to the step lengths shown in the 719 bottom.
Step lengths can be equalized by changing the timing of foot landing, as shown 720 by the change in phase of the slow limb from the gray trajectory (early adaptation) to 721 the black trajectory. This purely temporal strategy is known as phase shift since subjects 722 equalize step lengths by changing the timing of foot landings with respect to each other. 723
F.
Step lengths can also be equalized by changing the position of the foot at landing (i.e. 724 the "spatial" placement of the foot). This spatial strategy is known as a shift in the 725 center of oscillation difference since subjects change midpoint angle around which each 726 leg oscillates with respect to the other leg. (gray and black dots) (i.e., noisy and gradual groups) maintained step symmetry values 731 close to zero, but subject adapted abruptly had initially larger errors (white dots). Scale 732 bar indicates 100 steps. B. Mean errors during adaptation compared to baseline over 733 ground walking for all groups. The mean error for the noisy and gradual groups was not 734 significantly different (p=0.97). However, the mean error that the abrupt group 735 experienced was significantly larger than that of the noisy (p<0.001) and gradual 736 (p<0.001) groups. Mean errors experienced during adaptation in all groups were 737 significantly larger than that of the errors experienced over ground (dashed bar) 738 (p<0.001). C. Error variability (i.e., high-passed filtered step symmetry time course) 739 during adaptation for sample subjects of the gradual (black), abrupt (white), noisy (gray) 740 groups. Variability in the step-by-step data of the subject in the noisy group (gray dots) 741 is larger than that in the subjects of the other groups (black and white dots), as 742 indicated by the spread in gray dots compared to the black and white dots. B. Averaged 743 error variance that subjects experienced during adaptation in each group compared to 744 baseline over ground walking. Error variance in the noisy group was significantly larger 745 than that in the gradual (p=0.03), abrupt (p=0.04) groups, and during over ground 746 walking (p<0.001). However, error variance normally experienced during over ground 747 walking was similar to that during adaptation in the gradual (p=0.37) and abrupt 748 (p=0.25) groups. 749 ErrorsOut across subjects ± standard error. Subjects in the noisy and abrupt group had 752 significantly more ErrorsOut than those in the gradual group (p<0.004). In addition, the 753 extent of ErrorsOut in the gradual group was similar to the extent of ErrorsOut during 754 over ground walking prior adaptation (p=0.1). 755 by-step step symmetry during the catch trial on the treadmill for all groups. The subject 757 in the gradual (black) group experienced small errors and low variability during 758 adaptation. This subject had smaller after-effects on treadmill during catch trial than 759 subjects in the noisy (small error, high variability; gray) and the abrupt (large error, low 760 variability; white) groups. B. Mean after-effects on treadmill during catch trial for all 761 groups. Bars' height indicates the averaged TM learning across subjects ± standard error. 762
Adaptation after-effects on the treadmill in the gradual (black bar) group were 763 significantly smaller that that in abrupt (white bar; p=0.02) and noisy (gray bar; p=0.04) 764 groups. Asterisks over the bars indicate the statistical significant differences (p<0.05). C. 765
After-effects during catch trial for phase shift (temporal parameter). Subjects in the 766 gradual group had significantly less phase shift after-effects (i.e., less learning) than 767 subjects in the abrupt or noisy group -experiencing larger or more variable errors, 768 respectively. D. After-effects during catch trial for center of oscillation (spatial 769 subject: the more ErrorsOut of the normal range during adaptation, the least transfer of 794 learning. 795 Figure 7 . Transfer of temporal and spatial adaptation effects to over ground 796 walking. A. Transfer of after-effects for phase shift expressed as a percentage of 797 treadmill learning. More transfer of adaptation after-effects to over ground walking is 798 observed in subjects adapted gradually (gradual group) than in subjects adapted 799 abruptly (abrupt group) or with variable speeds (noisy group). B. Transfer of after-800 effects for center of oscillation expressed as a percentage of treadmill learning. Similar 801 to the results for the temporal parameter, more transfer of adaptation after-effects to 802 over ground walking is observed in the gradual group than in the other two groups -803 experiencing larger or more variable errors during adaptation. C. After-effects when 804 subjects walked over ground for phase shift. After-effects over ground are significantly 805 larger in the gradual group than in the abrupt group (p=0.01) and a similar trend is 806 observed between the gradual group and the noisy group (p=0.18). D. After-effects 807 when subjects walked over ground for center of oscillation. Similar to the results for the 808 temporal parameter, after-effects for the spatial parameter are significantly larger in the 809 gradual group than in the abrupt group (p=0.006) and a similar trend is observed 810 between the gradual group and the noisy group (p=0.07). 811 Figure 8 . Effect of error statistics on washout. A. Examples of subject's step-by-812 step step symmetry when subjects returned to the treadmill after over ground walking 813 in all groups. Similar adaptation after-effects remained when subjects returned to the 814 treadmill in all groups -as indicated by the overlapping step symmetry values in all 815 groups. B. Mean after-effects on treadmill during first 3 steps in the post-adaptation 816 after over ground walking in all groups. Bars' height indicates the averaged TM washout 817 across subjects ± standard error. Washout of adaptation effects specific to the treadmill 818 
